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INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL MATTERS

Adams 12 Five Star School District (District) is a large school district operating in Adams

County in the state of Colorado, employing approximately 2100 teachers.l District Twelve

Educators' Association (Association) is recognized as the sole exclusive representative of all

teachers... who are employees of the district. '  On December3l ,1992, the parties entered into

a Collective Bargaining Agreement (Agreement), which has been regularly extended, and has a

current expiration date of August 31, 2AM. t The Agreement allows for a reopener during the

period of August 31, 2A11 and August 31 ,2012.4 The parties exercised their reopener rights,

with the Association making its init ial proposal on April5,2012.s

Although the parties were able to reach agreement or otherwise dispose of some of the

proposals during the negotiation process, certain items remained unresolved. ln such case, the

Agreement provides for an lmpasse Procedure that includes both mediation and fact-finding.

4.2 lmpasse

4.2.1 lf, during the course of negotiations, a mutually satisfactory
solution ta an rssue orissues is nat reached, either pafty may
declare in writing that an rrnpasse exisfs and submit the issue or
issues in dispute to mediation or fact finding.

Having attempted mediation without final resolution, the parties requested fact-finding as

a means of bringing the issues to closure, in accordance with the Agreement.

4.2.5 Fact Finding

4.2 5.1 lf the mediation has failed to bing about agreernent on all
issues submitted to mediation, either the Board or the Assocration,
through their replesentatives, may request in writing that the
issues which remain in dispute be submitted to a fact finder.

The Agreement also provides that the Fact Finder's report shall be advisory.

4.2.6.4 The fact finding report shall be advisory only and shall not
be binding on the Board or the Association.

'  Employer exhibi t  #Y
' Joint Exhibit #1 - Master Agreement - School Year 2011-z}L2,Article 3.1
t 

Joint Exhibit #l- - Master Agreement * School Year 2011-2AL2, Article 37
o Joint Exhibit #1 - Master Agreement - School Year 2011-2AL2, Article 37
s 

Associat ion Exhibi t  #6



ln advance of the hearing, the parties agreed to the following Ground Rules regarding

the issues to be decided and process to be followed (in addition to process rules contained in

the Agreement).

FINAL GROUND RUTES
ADAMS 12 FIVE STAR - DTEA

FACT FINDING: OCTOBER 29-31, 2012

1. FACT FINDER. The Negofrafing Teams have rnutually agreed to utilize Jon Numair as the
Fact Finder.

1.1 The Fact Finder shall se/ecf as his recomffrendation either the final formal offer of the
District orthat of the Association on each rssue remaining in dispute. The Fact Finder shallsfafe
the facts and any reasaning in suppaft of all recommendations.

1.2 The Fact Finder shallconsider each of the following factors in making his recommendations.
The Negotiating Teams may present additional factors for the Fact Finder ta consider in making
his recammendation"

a. Any stipulations of the parties"

b. The ability of the District to fund economic adjustmenfs.

c. The companbility af compensatian, economic factars, nan-economic factors, and
working conditions of other schaaldisfnbfs. The other schooldrsfnbfs for comparison
shall be Aurorc Public Scftoo/s, Boulder Valley Schoo/ Distict, Cherry Creek Schoo/
District, Douglas County Schoo/ District, JeffCo School District, and the St. Vrain Valley
Schoo/ District as comparable disfncfs-

1.3 The Fact Finder shall have the authority to hold hearings, make procedural rulings, and sef
the dates and time for the hearings"

2. 'SSUES SUBMTTTED TO FACT FINDER.

2.1 The Negotiating Teams agree that the lssues set forth below shall be submitted to the Fact
Finder. The wording af fhe rssue guesfions r's agreed upon except where noted.

a) Sha/l the Certified Compensation Stipend of 50% of the base salary in effect at the
time of resignation after20 years af seruice, as setforth in Article 20.1, be rcduced to
45% of said base salary? Or shall it remain at the current level of 50% of the base
salary?

b) Shall there be two furlough days forteachers during the 2A12-13 school year, one on
a teacher work day and one on a student contact day? Or shall there be no furlough
days forteachers during the 2012-13 school year?

c) Shall teachers not be granted an experience sfep so that there is no
vertical mavement on the salary schedule in the 2012-13 schoal yeafl Or shall



teachers be gnnted an experience sfep and move vertically through the salary
schedule effective Sepfember 7,2012, forthe 2012-13 scttool yeaP

d. Salary Reduction - Wording not agrced to.

1) DISTRICT PROPOSED ISSUE; Shall the teachers'sa/a ries be reduced for the
SAED contributian to PERA by 1"5% effective September 1, 2012 through
December 31, 2012, by an additianal 0.5% (for a total of 2.AYQ from January 1,
2013 through August 31, 2013, and by an additianal 0.5% (for a total of 2.5%)
effective January 1, 2014 so that the District may use funds othervvise available
for salaries fo meet the PERA SAED obligation? Or shall there be no reduction of
teachers'sa/an'es for the SAED contribution to PERA?

2) ASSOCIATION PROPOSED ISSUE. Shall the teachers'sala ies be reduced
by 1.5% effec'tive Sepfember 1,2012 through December3l, 2A12, by an
additional 0.5% (for a total of 2.0%) from January 1, 2013 through August 31,
2013, and by an additianal 0.5% (for a total of 2.5%) effective January 1, 2014?
Or shall there be no reduction of feachers'salanes forthe 2012-13 school year?

e. Shall two early release days per month (specifically the second and fourth
Wednesdays of the month) be teacher4irccted? Or shall there remain only one
early release day per month (the fourth Wednesday af the month) as teacher-
directed?

f. Shall a new provision be added to Article 33.7 that provides that eady release days
on the first, third, and, when applicable, fifth Wednesday of the month, be required
to focus on cunent District initiatives and mandates? Or shall no such new provision
be added?

g. Shall a new pravision be added to Article 33 that provides elementary, middle, and
high school special education teache,rs one release day per semesfer to facilitate
completion of lEPs? Or shall no such new provision be added?

h. Shall a new provision be added ta Article 33 providing that counselors not be
required or mandated to teach c/ass? Or shall no suctt new provision be added?

i. Shall a new provision be added that provides that teachers be compensated at
individual per diem rafes for parenUteacher conferences exceeding the workday as
determined thraugh Article 1.8 and exceeding comp time as defined in Article 1 .8.2?
Or shall no such new provision be added?

j Shall the expintion of the Master Agreement be extended from August 31, 2014 to
August 31, 2017? Or shall the expirction of the Master Agreement not be extended
beyond August 31, 2014?

2.2 The Negotiating leams agree that all other proposals and/or counterp,roposa/s made by
either team which are not specifically mentioned above or have nat been tentatively agreed to,
in writing ar in principle, have been withdrawn from cansideration.

3. SCHEDULING. The Fact Finding heaing has been scheduled forOctober29, 3A, and 31,
2012 as follows:



Date Time
a. October 29, 2012 Anive 8:30/Start g:00 am - 5:00 pm
b. October 30, 2012 Anive B:3)/Start g:00 am - 5:00 pm

c. October 31, 2012 Anive 8:30/Start 9:00 - 2:00 pm

4. MEDIATION AND FURTHER NEGOTIAIIONS. Prior to the Fact Finding hearing, the
Negatiating Teams may participate in mediation and/or cantinue negatiations on any issues
submitted to the Fact Finder in an effort to resolve the outstanding r'ssues at any time.

5, MISCELLANEOUS.

5.1 All cell phones shal/ be tumed off orthe ringers muted during the hearing.

5.2 These Ground Rules may be modified by mutual agrcement af the parties.

5.3 Either party may requesf and make affangements for an official stenographic record
of all or part of the testimony taken at the fact-finding hearing. A copy of any transcript
shall be provided to the Fact Finder. The party requesting the stenognphic record shall
pay the cosfs thereaf except that if the other party shall request a copy of the transcript,
it shall share equally the entire cosf of making the stenographic recard.

5.4 Pursuant to Article 4.2.6.1, the parties have determined that the Fact Finding hearing
shallbe c/osed.

5.5 The Fact Finder shall determine the relevancy and materiality of the evidence
offered. Conformity to legal rules of evidence shall not be necessary; however, pincrples
of evidence will apply.

5.6 The parties shall be permitted to be rcprcsented at the hearing by attorneys or
advocates and may have up ta fouradvisory un'fnesses each. All other un'fnesses sha//
be sequestered.

5.7 The heaing order shallbe as follows:

a. Pre-hearing matters
b. Opening statements.
c. Districf's case forlssues (a,) thraugh (d).

(Although the Association is requesting the change for
furlough days, fhr's r-ssue will be presented in conjunction
with the financialrssues that have been braught by the
DistricQ

d. Assocration's response for /ssues (a) thraugh (d).
e. District's rebuttal far /ssues (a) thraugh (d).
f. Association's case for /ssues (e) through (j).
g. Districf's response /ssues (e) through (j).
h. Assocration's rebuttallssues (e) through (j).
i. Closing statements. The Fact Finder shall determine at the c/ose
of the hearing whether closing statemenfs sha// be oral, written, or



some combination thereof and whether proposed findings and
recommendations may be submitted by either party to the Fact
Finder.

5.8 Post-Fact Finding hearing process: Article 4.2.6.3 thraugh 4.2.6.6 shall be followed.

In addition to the ground rules, the Agreement provides the following process direction.

Art ic le 4.2.6.1

The rules of the American Arbitnfion Association shall govern all
matters of procedure.

In discussion of preliminary matters, the District requested to make the following

modification to lssue Statement "a":

Change "45o/o" to "47 .5o/o". The lssue Statement would then read:

a. Shall the Ceftified Compensation Stipend of 50% of the base
salary in effect at the time of resignation after 20 years of
service, as sef forth in Article 20.1, be reduced to 47.5% af
sard base salary? Or shall it remain at the cunent level of 50%
of the base salary?

The Association agreed to the modification. The Association then offered that in

accordance with Ground Rule #4, the parties met and were able to resolve lssues "h" and "i".

Therefore the Association was withdrawing those issues from the Fact Finder's consideration.

The parties then stipulated that the remaining issues were properly before the Fact

Finder.

In accordance with Ground Rule 1.2 above, the parties submitted the following additional

unilateral suggestions for factors the Fact Finder to consider in making his recommendation.

1. The Association recommended the Fact Finder take into account the "Promotion and
Maintenance of Labor Peace in the District."

2. The District recommended the Fact Finder consider State and Federal Law, specifically
Title 22 of Colorado Law and the State Constitution.

3. The District further recommended the Fact Finder to consider "other Economic and Non-
Economic factors, including factors that might be internal to the District."

Notwithstanding that these additional considerations are unilateral, the Association

contested the District's suggestion that the Fact Finder consider State and Federal Law, as they

contend it is not the Fact Finder's role to interpret state or federal law in this process. They



further contended there was no issue that required such interpretation. Finally, they pointed out

that the Board had the authority to make such consideration once the Fact Finder's report was

received.

The District countered that at least one issue had legal implications - that being the PERA /

SAED issue. The District believes there are both School Finance Act and Tabor Constitutional

issues involved in that dispute.

During the course of the hearing, the District proposed one additional standard:

4. The discretion of the Board in its budgeting.

The parties presented 10 stipulations in accordance with Rule 1.2.a above.

ADAIIS 12 FIVE STAR - DTEA
FACT FtNDilVG; OCIOBER 2*31.2072

S ubmitted Stipulations

1. A furlough day for teachers /neans a day when teachers do not work and do not get
paid

2. The District has granted experience sfeps to teachers for at least the past 15 years
under the Master Agreement.

3. The Amortization Equalizatian Disbursement (AED) and the Supplemental Amortization
Equalization Disbursement (SAED) ate being used fo assisf in funding PERA so that the
retirement fund is actuarially sound.

4. Beginning July 1,2A12, the classified and administntive employee groups had their
sa/anes reduced by the 1.5% for the PERA SAED contribution. This percentage shall increase
to 2.0%o on January 1, 2013.

5. Starting in the 2010-11 Fiscal Year, a new factor was introduced in the school finance
formula due to the statewide budget balancing challenges facing the Colorado legislature. The
new factor u/as oiginally called fhe "Sfate Budget Stabilization Factor'' but was renamed the
"Negative Factor'' beginning in the 2011-12 Fiscal Year.

6. The current Negative Factor in the Scfioo/ Finance Act is negative 16.11% percent.

7. By Board Policy 2.4.1, the Distict must budget reserves of 10% af Genenl Fund
expenditules.

8. The Board waived Paragnph 2 of its Policy 2.5 Asset preseruation far the 2012-13
school year.



9. The District's compensation settlements (excluding health insurance) for the previous
two years has been:

a. 2010: Delayed Sfep (March 2A11), Lanes, and A7o increase to the base
b. 2011: Delayed Sfep (January 2012), Lanes, 0o/o increase fo the base, and one
teacher-anly fu rtoug h day

10. lncreases for health insurance cosfs for the 2012-13 Fiscal Year will be 4% effective
January1,2013.

The Districtfiled a Motion for Suppression af Evidence and Exclusion of Witness at the

outset of the hearing. In summary, the District had concerns over the testimony of District

employee Gina Hulab, and their belief that she would be testifying to, and the Association

providing evidence resulting from, confidential personnel and attorney-client privileged

information. The Association provided a formal reply to this motion at the end of the first day.

The Fact Finder ruled to allow the disputed testimony and evidence as long such testimony

or evidence was not first disclosed or first learned during any protected or privileged

conversation. The Association had the burden to establish their access to any disputed

evidence was through means other than protected or privileged circumstances.

The parties had full and ample opportunity to present witnesses and evidence in support of

their positions. In order to accommodate this process, the parties agreed to additional hearing

time on October3l, and an extra hearing day on November 1, 2012. Atthe conclusion of the

hearing, the parties agreed to provide the Fact Finder with post-hearing briefs no later than

November 14,2012. Briefs were received on time and exchanged through the Fact Finder.

The Fact Finder will examine the issues in the same manner presented. The Economic

lssues (lssues a through d) wil l  be discussed generally and individually, fol lowed by

consideration of the Language lssues (e, f, g, and j).

The Financial lssues

Although there are four specific economic issues to be decided, we will first examine the

parties' economic arguments more generally. Much of the disagreement on these issues

originates in the parties' differing views of the financial health and economic stability of the

District. These differing views should be explored on their own before we consider the specific

issues at bar.



Position of the District

The District's overarching foundation for its arguments on the financial issues is that the

District has suffered through several years of reduced revenue and therefore has had to reduce

expenditures. The District argues it has responsibly examined all areas of spending and made

cuts as rationally and evenly as possible. District Superintendent Chris Gdowski testified that

throughout the District's budget making process the District engages top staff, parents, the

community, and the Association to gather as much input as possible before moving forward.

Direction is provided by Board Policy and by the School Board directly. The District has reduced

administrators, custodial and maintenance crews, eliminated an outdoor education program and

middle school sports, and reduced teacher FTE, among other cuts. They instituted or raised

user fees in areas such as transportation, athletics, materials and supplies, and technology. To

save costs they eliminated choice in employee health care plans and all employees now

contribute toward health care costs. In their attempt to keep cuts from impacting the education

of students, the District has tried to not increase class size or reduce student contact days.

They have also worked to enhance leaming through the establishment of a STEM (Science,

Technology, Engineering and Math) program, hosting an International Baccalaureate program,

and putting extra resources toward the improvement of failing schools, all of which increase

costs. About $5 million in revenue has been diverted to two new charter schools and one

expanded charter. 6 Chief Financial Officer (CFO) Shelley Becker was able to quantify those

cuts, testifying that In FY 2O1O-2O11, the budget was cut by $20 mil l ion. $22 mil l ion in cuts were

made in FY 11-12, and forthe FY 12-13 budget, $12 mil l ion in cutswere adopted. T lt is that FY

2012-13 budget and those cuts that are at issue here.

ln regard to teacher compensation, up until the current year, the District argues they

have provided employees with increased compensation in manners the District felt were viable

given budgetary constraints. Funding education lanes and experience steps (although delayed

for the last two years), and absorbing most increases in the cost of health care were included in

annual compensation plans. These increases were occurring at the same time the above

referenced cuts were being made. I

The District offered the following in their post-hearing brief, referring to the testimony of

Mark Clark, current President of the School Board regarding the Board's broad goals and

objectives.

6 Testimony of Chris Gdowski
7 Testimony of Shelley Becker
8 

Testimony of Chris Gdowski and Chief Human Resources Officer Mark Hinson



Mr. Clark testified regarding the BoariC's goals and education
mission for its sfudenfs . The goals are specifically expressed in
the non-appropriafion resolution that the Board passed on June
20, 2012. Exhibit U. His testimony included additional details as fo
the meanings af these goals.

1 . Maintaining the District's long-term fiseal stability and
responsibility.

The Distict must remain fiscally /esponsible to its taxpayers now
and for the future sa that both cunent and future students can be
educated. Such fiscal stability extends well beyond the current
2012-13 school year. It is not wse to spend every penny that the
District receives in revenue. Contingency planning for unexpected
or unanticipated expenses, such as fhe Legacy High Schoo/
repairs that willcosf seyem/ million dollarc, are paft of the fiscal
stability of the District.

2. Valuing education for all of ifs sfudenfs.

Each and every student, whether special education, Gifted and
Talented, English Language Learners, and/or Free and Reduced
Lunch, deserues a quality education, Ieadership from their
teachers, and viable progrcms so that they can become
successful in their future. Choice needs to be provided to parents
so that they can find the best education that fits their child, so that
the Distict can compete with its own charter schools, and quality
apportunities can be pravided. tf the District sfays stagnant in its
education opportunities, it won't be able to find what works for
students to grow in achievement or build better education
p rog rc ms for ifs sfudenfs.

3. lncreasing student achievement with effective teachers and
quality prcgrams.

Student achievement has not increased over the past few years
and changes are needed in order to focus on the students and
growth, bring in effective teachers and staff, and have sustainable
pragnms oyer time that will spur student achievement.

4. Saving jobs during the difficult economic conditions in
education.

The District is in a county with one of the highest, if not the
highest, unemployment rafes in the Denver-metro area; a rate that
is higher than the national avenge. As the County's biggest
employer, the Board did not want to add to the unemployment rate
and already depressed local economy. This includes maintaining
jobs on all |evels and not just for teachers. The Board cannot give
one employee group rar'ses at the expense of cutting the jobs for
others. Additionally, cutting other employees, whether or not

10



teachers, anly increases fhe burden on those remaining teachers
and makes their jobs more difficult.

5. Having all employee graups contribute ta the economic stability
of the District.

C/assified and administrators have stepped up to take salary
reductions for the PERA SAED contibution and teachers must
share in this sacrifice forthe Distict's fiscal stability. This a/so
includes retirees/resignees shaing in the sacrifice with taking a
smaller Certified Compensation Sfrpends. The cuts that the
Distict has looked at for this cunent 2012-t 3 school year, along
with the cufs to employee groups and prognms over the past
three years should be fairerto all involved.

Mr. Clark testified that it is difftcult to balance all of these values
and goals when the Board makes ds decr'srons and it only gefs

Tll?"!['ff ;Y;"1:::;i:i"".;:':f:Y:i;2""337f:':ff :;'"
reduction for teachers to pay fhe SAED cosfs, while difficult
decisions to make, fit within the Board's expressed goals. He a/so
testified that it is within the Board's discretion to determine funding
forthe District's expenses, including prognms, sa/aries, and
benefits.

Most of the District's reduced revenue is due to the State's decisions to cut back on

funding called for underthe School Finance Act (SFA). By the 2A12-2013 school year, this

reduction, called the "Negative Facto/' had increased to negative 16.110/o. ln other words,

16.1 1% less money to school districts than otherwise called for. The imposition of the "Negative

Factod'has resulted in a reduction of Per Pupil Revenue (PPR) from $7042 in FY 09-10 to a

projected $6279 for FY 12-13 in the Adams 12 School District. lf not forthe "Negative Factor'',

the District would have been funded at $7485 PPR for 201 2-13. t The actual FY 12-13 impact

on the District came in at about $53 million in lost revenue. 'o

The District asserts that due to declining revenues it was forced to reduce the 2012-2013

budget by $t2 million as compared to the 2A11-2012 budget. 11 These cuts were accomplished

through a combination of one-time and ongoing savings. That due to uncertainty in state

funding it must be conservative in estimates of future budgets and not create spending

'  District Exhibit #V
10 Testimony of Shelley Becker and District Exhibit #H
tt There was much debate during the hearing of the proper comparison point for constructing a new budget and,
accordingly, the actual year to year difference. The District insists the proper comparison point is the previous
year's budget. The Association argues that the proper comparison is to a prior year's actual spending. Therefore
their arguments regarding actual cuts wil l vary greatly.

L1_



obligations it cannot meet. 12 District witness Tom Peltz, presented as an expert witness on the

TABOR Constitutional Amendment, testified to the ways a School District can deal with multi-

year fiscal obligations.

(Peltz) testified that school districfs are not permitted to have
multi-fiscal year obligations unless certain conditions are met to
satisfy TABOR. The thrce ways to have debt spanning multi-fiscal
years include: (1) have it be subject to annual appropriation,
meaning they can be canceled any fiscal year if funds are nat
appropriated ta pay them; (2) have it be voter approved; or (3)
have the District inevocably designate the money in reserves fo
meet the entire payment. 13

There was much discussion over the District's history of under-spending the budget. Mr.

Gdowski and Ms. Becker were candid in their discussion of under-spending, but were unable to

point to the source of the problem or to say it had been corrected. Ms. Becker has recently

been hired by the District (ln December 2A11) after the previous CFO left. She testified that a

lack of analysis drove the under-spending and since taking her position she has worked hard to

rein the problem in, including the hiring of consultants and utilizing a benchmarking approach to

identify spending pattems. Although the problem persists, the District argues that relying on

under-spending is not practical:

While the Districf has been able fo use this under spending in
arder to avoid additional cuts, fhr's ,'s an unreliable practice, as the
source of the under spending has nat yet been identified and may
not be from the same sou/ce each year... While there still may be
some under spending identified, it is likely one-time and they are
Iooking to tighten the budget further for the future. Ia

Finally, the District made the following broad statements that are more fully developed in

their brief regarding the differing viewpoints of the witnesses and its theory of the dispute.

Although broad, they offer insight on differences that weaved their way through the competing

presentations.

. The District's witnesses were credible and explained the
reasoning behind the Districf's necessary budget cufs and impacfs
on the Master Agreement.

o lhe Association's testimony is not credible and does nof take into
account the Board's goals or need for ongoing versus one-time

12 Testimony of Shelley Becker
13 Post-Hearing Brief of the District
L4 

Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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";::i:i;:o7gttv, the comparison to the other sfx disfnbfs was not

Position of the Association

The Association's general position on the Economic issues was presented by Rob

Kellogg, Research and Public Policy Director for the Colorado Education Association, and can

be summed up in seven points the Association asserts in their post-hearing brief, along with a

synopsis of their broader arguments.

I . The downturn in the state's econo my and the decline in Colorado
schoal funding have abated. Scfioo/ revenues are cunently
stable, sfafe tax collections ate up, and increased revenue to
schoo/s is prajected.

The Association points to published forecasts from both the Governor's office and from

the General Assembly that predict a continuation of modest growth in state revenues. They

also point to statements made by the Governor's Budget Director, Henry Sobanet, that he

anticipates the state being able to fund K-12 education for FY 2013-14 in a mannerthatwill
"accommodate inflation and enrollment growth", which has not been the case in the recent

past.16

2. Despite the downturn in schoo/ funding in past years, the District
has weathered the decline remarkably well and is sitting on a
reserue/fund balance well in excess of what is required by law and
Board policy. A very consevative estimate of the excess reseryes
is $10 million, and it could even be as high as $17 million
depending on the vaiability of the dr'sfncf 's budget assumptions.

The Association argues that despite statements by District witnesses that larger fund

reserve balances are in the District's best interests, Board Policy calls for a reserve of 10% of

the previous year's expenditures. The history of the District's budgeting and end year fund

balance greatly exceeds that requirement. District reserves have grown by almost 6% from

2007-2O11 (the last yearwhich audited figures are available) during a period of economic

duress. Growing reserves at the same time they were making the severe cuts in programs and

raising user fees was not fiscally sound and at odds with the six school districts the parties have

identified as the comparison group. tt

1s Post-Hearing Brief of the District
16 Post-Hearing Brief of the Association and Association Exhibits # 1- and #18
17 

Post-Hearing Brief of the Association, Testimony of Rob Kellogg, and Association Exhibit #1"
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3. The District has demonstrated a long-term pattern of substantially
inflating expenditure projections in its budget to accumulate fund
balance. The District acknawledges that the pattem is continuing
in the 2012-13 budget.

The Association produced a graph that shows the District under-spent its Budget by

$26.2 mi l l ion in 2007, $31.8m in 2008, $12.6m in 2009, $3'1.7m in 2010, and $18.6m ]n2011.

They also point to the testimony of CFO Shelley Becker and her discussion of the District's

history of under-spending the adopted Budget. She estimated that the FY 1 1-12 Budget will be

under-spent by $15-18 mil l ion and expected the under-spending to continue for FY 12-13. 18

4. Ihe Association's financial proposals are fair and reasonable.
They maintain the status guo at a time when the District is
financially sound with stable revenues, continued significant over
budgeti ng of expenditures, and substantial excess reserves.

5. Ihe Association's financial proposals, with an estimated cosf
nnge af $730,A00 b $1.22 millian over last yeafs cosfs, are well
within the District's ability to pay without jeopardizing the Drsfnbf 's

future financial well being.

An individual examination of the Association's posit ion on their proposals wil l  fol low this

section. However, this excerpt from their post-hearing brief is more general and should be

considered in light of the above statements.

This dispute is nof about the Distict's ability to pay. (Ex 1) The
Distict clearly has the ability. lndeed, duing testimony and cross,
the District provided very little evidence to rebut our position.
Rather, fhis disp ute is purely and simply over an unwillingness fo
pay for a fair and reasanable settlement with teachers - a
settlement that essenfra lly maintains the sfafus qua on sa/an'es
and benefits. Ihe Association's proposals are fully reflective of
today's fiscal reality in Colonda and can be easily accammodated
in the Dr'sfnbf's current financial situation. ls

Lastly, on economics, the Association offers these two arguments which will be deferred

until examination of the specific issues in which comparisons are made.

6. Ihe Association's financial praposals arc well within the range of
settlement terms in companble Colarado schooldisfncfs.

tt Association Exhibit #1, p. 13; testimony of Shelley Becker
te Post-Hear ing Br ief  of  the Associat ion
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7. The Distnct's financial proposals are harsh, punitive, and
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Analysis and Opinion

As is often the case in these disputes, the truth of the District's Financial Health seems

to lie somewhere in the middle of these positions. The District appears to be neither falling off a

"fiscat cliff" (to use a term common in public finance these days) nor are they (or the state) in as

rosy a financial position as the Association presents. The District went to great lengths to point

out that the two state reports cited by the Association as reference documents contained as

many references to uncertainty and caution as they did to confidence and enthusiasm.

Any observer of the District's serious efforts to manage their budget, the public's

investment in education, over the last few years, must applaud them for the very difficult

decisions they have had to make - where to cut, when to charge, whom to cut. As outlined in

so many of the documents provided by both parties, financial challenges presented to School

Districts and their employees, throughout the state, have been difficult at best, and must have

been agonizing at t imes.

The District's long-term plans, as contained in Board Policy, in part, require that

Financial planning for any fiscal year or the remaining part of any
fiscal year shall not deviate materially from Board's Ends piorities,
risk fiicat jeapardy, or fail to be derived fram a multi-year plan. 21

ln addition, Board Policy cautions tne Superintendent not to...

At any time: (a) Use any reserues other than as intended and
permitted by law; or (b) allow general fund reserves to be /ess
than 1A.0% of general fund expenditures for the previous twelve
months; (c) fail to maintain reasonable fund balances in other
funds; and (d) fait to maintain sufficient appropriated reserves. "

There is little doubt that neither the Board nor the Superintendent violated the mandates

of either Policy in their conduct of the District's affairs. The Association argues though they

have greatly exceeded the requirements of the Policies and by building up reserves at a time of

financial hardship have avoided other of their obligations - in this case, to the teachers.

I credit the District when they express their frustration over the under-spending situation.

I also credit CFO Becker in her determination to bring the problem to an end. However, the fact

20 Post-Hearing Brief of the Association
" Joint  Exhibi t  B -  Board Pol icy 2.3
t t  Joint  Exhibi t  C -  Board Pol icy 2.4
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remains that over the last number of years, the District has underspent its proposed budget by

tens of millions of dollars, and then ignored that situation when creating the next year's budget.

Somewhere in the process, the District significantly overestimates its expenditures (Ms.

Becker's estimate of $15-18 million under-spending for FY 11-12 represents about 6% of that

year's unaudited spending), but nonetheless disregards that history of overestimating by

searching for substantial cuts in the next year's budget.

The Budqet Numbers

One of the sometimes frustrating elements of this case is the varying budget figures

employed by the parties. There are no less than 6 documents portending to show proposed,

adopted, and actual (for FY 11-12 and prior years) budget numbers. The Fact Finder has

decided to rely on Joint Exhibit #E, the minutes of the Board Meeting of June 20,2012, which is

when the FY 12-13 Budget was adopted, Association Exhibirt#z, a PowerPoint presentation

dated June 20,2012, which the Association copied from the District's website, and Joint Exhibit

#H, CDE Public School Financing Total Program Funding 2011-12 and2012-13, for his

examination and calculation of the District's finances. The first two are District documents; the

last is a Colorado Department of Education (CDE) document.

The FY 12-13 Budget, wherein the District plans to spend $269 million out of the

General Fund, comes in $4 mil l ion less than the revised FY'11-12 budget ($2Zg mil l ion).

However, it is $8 million more than the June 2A,2CI12 estimate of FY 11-12 actual expenditures

($2OO million). 'u When we consider that CFO Becker testified the current estimate of under-

spending for FY 11-12 wil l  come in around $15-18 mil l ion, and notthe $13 mil l ion represented

by the above calculation, actual spending for'11-12 wil l  be mil l ions less, making the gap

between FY 1 1-12 actual and FY 12-13 even larger. During his testimony, Superintendent

Gdowski objected to the comparison of a cuffent year's proposed budget to the prior year's

actual, but did not explain why.

The District considers the $269 million projection to represent a $12 million budget cut,

and actively searched for ways to accomplish that cut, which included (up to) $3.7 mif lion cut

from compensation by not providing experience steps, $1.8 million saved by reducing the salary

schedule by 1.5%, and $600,000 to be saved by further reducing the schedule by .5olo in

January 2013.24

'= Association Exhibit#2, page 10
2a 

Testimony of Shelley Becker
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As of October 22,2012, anticipated income from the state by way of the PPR is up by

about $5 million dollars over 11-12, with "Total Program with Supplemental" (funding) pegged at

$275.9 million for FY 2012-13 after receiving $270.5 million for FY 2011-12. PPR remained the

same from 11-12 to 12-13.2s

Finally, and mostly as a result of these patterns, the District's reserves have continued to

grow. Although they have used some of the prior year's surplus to reduce cuts in the following

year's budget, they have also continued to build reserves far beyond the legal and internal

requirements. The Association estimates that the District's fund obligations total around $36

mrllion. The District anticipates an ending fund balance for FY 11-12 of around $47 million,

leaving, in the Association's estimation, at least $10 million excess to the requirements of Board

Policy and Tabor requirements. 26

The Fact Finder comes to a different conclusion. In arriving at their estimate of the total

needed in reserves, the Association considers the 10% contained in Board Policy and then adds

$10 million to cover the multi-year expenditure of the Certified Compensation Stipend (plus

other non-specified stipends). In their testimony, both Mr. Gdowski and Ms. Becker stated that

the Certified Compensation Stipend reserve is part of the 1Oo/o. Ms. Becker further testified that

of the anticipated $47 million in ending fund balance, $27 million was required by policy, leaving

$21 mil l ion "unassigned". Of that, $17 mil l ion was applied to the FY 12-13 Budget, leaving at

least another $4 mil l ion "unassigned. 27

The Fact Finder struggles with a Budget that gains $5 million in increased revenue from

the state ($275.9 mi l l ion in FY'12-13 vs. $270.5 in '11-12),  plus a gains supplement of  $17

million from reserves (leaving still another $4 million in reserves unassigned), totaling around

$292 million, being considered a "reduced" budget, when the District projects general fund

spending at $269 million and last year spent +/- $260 million.

Although I recognize the Board's discretion, as argued by the District and proposed as a

standard for the Fact Finder's decision, this is not a sufficient platform to prove the necessity of

the District's proposals on issues a-d on the mutually agreed to test of "The ability of the District

to fund economic adjustments". The District does not lack the resources to fund, at least, some

of the economic adjustments, while keeping faithful to Board Policies 2.3 and 2.4 described

earlier. On this test. the Fact Finder finds that the District is indeed able to fund some

level of economic adiustments.

" Joint Exhibit #H - CDE Public School Financing Total Program Funding }OLL-L2 and 2012-1-3
26 Post-hearing Brief of the Association.
27 Testimony of Chris Gdowski and Shelley Becker. Although 47 minus 27 equal 20, not 21, these are the figures
quoted from testimony. The Fact Finder assumes the testimony rounded the amounts.
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ln order to discem which adjustments should be funded, we will explore each issue (a-d)

in more detail, assuming this conclusion, but further examining each issue in light of the other

standards promulgated by the parties.

lssue a - Shall the Certified Compensation Stipend of 50% of the base
salary in effect at the time of resignation after 20 years of service, as set
forth in Article 2O.1, be rcduced to 47.5o/o of said base salary? Or shall it
remain at the current level of 50% of the base salary?

Position of the District

The reduction of the farmula from 50% to 47.5% of then-current
base salary for computing the benefff rs reasonable for these
outgoing teachers to share in the responsibility of the District's
overall fiscal stability with the ongoing budget cufs necessa ry for
the 2012-13 fiscal year. The Certified Compensation Sftpend is a
rich benefit that originated long ago for high-paid teachers to leave
employment and be replaced by lower-paid teachers, with the
generated cosf savr'ngs paying for the benefit. While the oiginal
benefit was changed through negotiations in 200U46, it is still a
rich benefit for fhose outgoing teachers who qualify with the
requisite number of years employed by the District. lt is also no
longer a benefit that pays far itself because the outgoing teachers
may not be replaced in time of cuts and because the incoming
teachers are naw gnnted more experience years, thereby being
paid more and decreasing any cost savr'ngs.

While there may have been a gentlernen's agreement at the time
of the negotiations fo sfop negatiating fhis item year-after-year, no
agreement was put into writing and such agreement was not a
permanent maratorium on negotiating this provision. More than
five years have passed and times have changed since then.

The reduction of the Certified Compensafion Stipend from 50% to
47.5% in the formula for resignees/retirees will save the District
approximately $200,0A0 in ongoing cosfs. While $200,0A0 is a
small paft of the $12 million in cuts that the District has made to
prognmming and positions far the 2A12-13 school year, it is a part
of the shared responsibility for the District's fiscal stability that will
come from teachers who retire or resign and are no longer
performing any seruces for the District or educating the
students.2s

28 Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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The Position of the Association

The Distict's proposa/ fo reduce the total amount paid aut in
Certified Cornpensation Sfipends by 5% also raises several
problems. Firsf among them is the question af bad faith. As both
Baca and Hinson testified, this stipend program was effectively
capped in negotiafions seyera/ years ago and will phase out over
time. No new employees can ever become eligible for this benefit.
At the time this cap was agrced ta and implemented the parties
had a gentleman's agreement that the District's concerns had
been adequately addressed and they would not come back in
future years to continue chipping away at the benefit. The
Associafian realizes the gentleman's agreement is unwritten and
probably not legally enforceable on the Distict. We also
understand that things change over time and nothing gets written
in stone in labor negotiatians. However, for the Districf fo so soon
blatantly disregard the gentleman's agreement in an attempt to
save a relatively small amount of money smacks of bad faith and
cannot go unnoted.

The Certified Compensation Sfipend pragram actually has two
componenfs. Oneis a $1000 annual payment and the other is a
sepantion payout paid over five years for employees with 13 or
20 years of experience when they leave the District. The $1000
annual payment applies to two groups of employees, those new
employees hired after the separation payout pragram was capped
and those existing employees who previously exercised a one-
time option to forega the separation payment in exchange for the
annual $1000 payment. Underthe Distict's current proposal none
of these employees rn the fiA00 annual payment group would
suffer any reduction. They will continue to get their $1000 annual
paymenfs fhis year and into the foreseeable future. Only fhose
eligible for the separation payaut take a financial hit.

Ihe Association believes this praposa/ is discriminatory in its
application and patently unfair to those employees in the
separation payment group. Ihose still in the graup chose to stay
with the understanding they would receive the established benefit
when they leave the District. They may well have been aware that
the Distict made a gentleman's agrcernent not to negotiate further
changes or reductions in their projected payouts. And they
certainly have foregone sevenlyears of annual $1000 payment
they would have received had they opted out of the sepantion
payment program. To now be confronted with a demand far
reducing their payouts in the given circumstance rs totally
unreasonable.2e

2e Post-Hearing Brief of the Association
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Analvsis and Opinion

Some background is required here to explain the Certified Compensation Stipend.

Effective January 1990, the parties agreed to provide long-term employees vfro were leaving

the District a stipend that 1) recognized their long service and 2) was used as a means of

providing deferred compensation. 30 There are additional benefits that one could infer, but this

was the background provided during the hearing. The Agreement reads:

20.1 Certif ied Compensation Stipend

Teachers hired pior to January 1 , 2007 who resign fram the
distict with a minimum of twenty (20) years continuous seruice
classified as a teacherwith the distict (Article 1.1) shall receive a
certified compensatian stipend" Beginning January 1, 2007, the
stipend shall be 50% of the base salary in effect at the time of
resignation, paid out forfive years, up to a maximum total payout
of $95,000. ln allcases the stipend shall remain the same for five
years. Notice of resignation/retirement must be given to the district
in writing two (2) months prior to the effective date of the
resignation/retirement ta qualify for such stipend.

Teachers hired priar to January 1 , 20A7 who have /ess than
twenty (20) years continuous seruice but at leasf thirteen (13) shall
be entitled to one-half (12) tfre above stipend upon resigning from
the district.

It is difficult to consider the value of this proposal by the District in dollars terms alone.

The District calculates the savings at about $200,000 per year. The cost, in terms of the

relationship is much higher than that.

There was testimony fronn District Chief Human Resources Officer Mark Hinson and

former Association President Amie Baca-Oehlert, where each discussed the "Gentleman's

Agreement" that took place during the discussions that led up to the 2007 restructuring of the

stipend. During those negotiations, the parties effectively sun-setted the program, in that, no

additional employees would be added to the pool of eligibles. The pool was further reduced by

giving employees in the pool the ability to opt out. By opting out, those employees would join

new employees in receiving a $1000 per year stipend in lieu of the separation stipend.

At the time of those discussions, the District intimated that they would not attempt to

modify the benefit again. ln acknowledging that message, Mr. Hinson replied that "times have

changed". Ms. Baca-Oehlert testified that at the time the Association agreed to the District's

proposal to cap the pool, it was a difficult, emotional decision for them. The benefit had existed

30 Test imony of  Mark Hinson and Amie Baca-Oehlert
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for many years and even though new employees would get the $1000 stipend it was perceived

as a huge concession. To now change the value of the benefit for those employees who had

the opportunity to opt out, but did not, based on the fiointly acknowledged, unwritten)

assurances of the District would appear to be much lost for little gained. Although all aspects of

a Collective Bargaining Agreement are open for modification, a good deal of labor relations is

based on trust between the parties. Based on the previous assurances, this move would greatly

undermine that necessary trust"

Given that that Fact Finder has already determined that the District was financially able

to fund some level of compensation and that neither side pointed positively or negatively to the

comparison group of Districts in regard to this issue, and that there are no stipulations in the

record on this matter, the Facl Finder finds in favor of the Association's position.

On lssue a - The Gertified Compensation Stipend shall remain at the current level of 50%

of the base salarv.

/ssue D. Shall there be two furlough days for teacfiers during
the 2012-13 school year, one on a teacherwork day and one
on a student contact day? Or shall there be no furlough days
for teacfiers during the 2412-t 3 school year?

Position of the District

As stated by Mr. Gdowski, furloughs are the "least attractive option." In his opinion,

there were "negatives all around" for students, teachers and parents. 31 ln their brief, the District

goes on to say:

Having furlough days on a student contact day does nof further
the goals and mission of the District to educate its students and
increase student proficiency. lt a/so does nof assr'st in improving
the cunent, low accreditation nting. Additionally, a furlough day
on a student cantact day impacfs parc nts wha need to make
altemative affangements for childcare and have to pay for these
cosfs. The Districf does not want to request parenfs fo have this
inconvenience and to bear the burden of paying the additional
cosf. The Districf r,s a/so not asking teachers to take a furlough day
on a teacher workday. Such a day wauld only inhibit teachers from
gefting theirwork accomplished, which ultimately impacts student
achievement.

31 Testimony of Chris Gdowski
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When comparing the District to the six comparison school districts,
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Accordingly, imposing furlough days under the econamic
circumstances and the low student perfarmance in the District
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Position of the Association

The Association had a hard time advocating for the inclusion of furlough days other than

as a hedge against the cuts to salary, stipend and the freezing of steps. Amy Baca-Oehlert

testified that originally the Association had not proposed any furlough days, but the District had

proposed three. lt was only after the Association was faced with the District's proposals to

reduce compensation that the Association counter-proposed furlough days. Ms. Baca-Oehlert

said the Association didn't (doesn't) believe they were necessary, but would agree as a means

of avoiding other cuts.

This viewpoint lives on. ln the Association's Post-Hearing Brief they conclude:

ln addition, the Assocrafion asks the Fact Finderto make the
following contingent recommendatian on r'ssue b., theissue of
furlough days.

lf the Fact Finder believes. as we do, that the Distict has the
ability to pay for step increases without reducing the salary
schedule and without implerrrenting two furlough days, then we
ask you to recommend na furlough days be scheduled.

However, if the Fact Finder belr-eves the Districf does not have the
ability to pay for step increases without either salary reductions or
furlough days, then we ask you to recommend two fudough days
be scheduled.

Analysis and Opinion

Furlough days are a solution no one feels good about. They do have real short-term

benefit, however, when budgets cannot be reconciled and other cuts have been made to the

maximum, mutually agreeable, extent. They are not a long-term fix. They are usually

implemented in an effort to weather a storm. The benefit lasts only as long as the parties agree
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to continue them, but the negative impact presents itself for that same duration. Students

suffer, parents suffer, and teachers suffer. In a District that has significant challenges with

student achievement, reducing teacher workdays is counterintuitive to success. As is

sometimes the case in these efforts, whether proposed by the District or the Association, one

typically has to swallow hard to even propose such a solution. lt is symbolic of these difficult

negotiations that at one time during the talks, each side has proposed furlough days and each

side as opposed furlough days. The Association's half-hearted endorsement is understandable.

And as the District points out, a one-time savings in the face of issues that need longer term

answers is not a good solution. This seems to be a proposal the Association makes in a

defensive effort to thwart the three economic proposals of the District.

Having already found that the District has the ability to fund compensation adjustments,

the Fact Finder will not venture into the door opened for him by the Association, but he will not

close it either.

On lssue b - There shall be no furlough davs for teachers during the 2012-13 school vear.

However, as the parties have allowed themselves tirne and opportunity to review the

Fact Finders report, once complete, the Fact Finder will support the parties' mutual decision to

implement furlough days tor 2A12-13 if they believe them necessary and of value to reach

settlement.

c) Shall teachers not be granted an experience step so that
there is no vertical movement on the salary schedule in the 2012-13
school year? Or shall teachers be granted an experience step and
move vertically through the salary schedule effective September 1,
2012, for the 2A12-13 school year?

Position of District

Not providing feachers with an experience sfep in order fo saye
the Distict an ongoing expense of approximately $3.1 million is
reasonable in light of the budget cufs that the Distict had to make
for the 2012-13 fiscal year.
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of experience sfeps is approximately $3.t million (with the 1.5%
salary reduction in the salary schedule for PERA's SAED cosf) or
$3.2 million (without any reduction in salary from the 2011-12
salary schedule). Eitherway, fhe cosf forexperience sfep is an
ongoing cosf that only increases in the future for the District.
The District has gnnted a sfep forat /easf the past 15 years. ln
the more recent pasf, fhese sfeps were delayed sfeps, meaning
that the payment for the step began sometime after the
September 1 contnct date. Using a delayed sfep sayes fhe
District one-time money (to be used that year or put into reserves),
but ultimately cosfs the Distict in the full value of the sfep moving
forvvard as a new cosf the following year. Adding one-time money
restrictions does not help the District in its budgeting and the cost
to the District only increases in 2013-2014 when the fullsfep rs
then paid.

When compared to the six peer districts, three of fhese disticts
have currently frozen sfeps for the 2A12-13 schoal year (St. Vrain,
Jeff Co, and Douglas County). When looking back at the history of
fhese campaison districts, all but Boulder Valley (which reeeives
$1,200 morc per student in ovenide money) have had at least one
frozen experience sfep year in the pasf three years, if not more
than one. The Districf's posifion is not unreasonable when
comparing ta whaf r'fs peers have done in the pasf or are currently
doing regading a step. sz

The major thrust of the District's opposition was found in this discussion of the cost of a

step in tandem with their presentation described above of the financial condition of the District.

Essentially, the District argues the cost is too high at a time of financial distress. That the

granting of a step is not automatic and the Board had the legal authority to non-appropriate

steps for FY 2012-13.

Position of the Association

The only Assocration financial proposa/ that would increase
Distict cosfs is ds proposal to pay experience sfep increases to
those teachers eligible on September 1, 2012. Again, we can't
pinpoint the exact cosd but exhibits and testimony presented at
hearing esfab/r'sh a reasonable nnge for the increase. The District
estimated a ceiling on fhe cosf af $3.7 miltion including added
payrollcosfs for PERA and Medicare contributions. That projected
ceiling is only accunte if every teacher is eligible to receive a
step, and we know for a fact many are nat. Certainly the 155 to
175 new hires this fall are not eligible for a sfep. Others hired after

32 Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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the beginning of the second semesfe r last year would also not be
eligible under the terms of the Master Agreement.

Ihe Ass ociation's besf estimate of the sfep increase cosf based
on District provided data /'s $2. 66 miltion exclusive of payrollcosfs
if every teacher received a sfep. (Ex 7) However, if we back out
155 new hires at an estimated sfep average of $1877, the cost
number is reduced by $291 ,0A0 ta $2.37 million exclusive of
payroll cosfs. With such payrollcosfs added in it rises to $2.73
million. Performing a little arithmetic using the data in Exhibit AA
shours that step increases for 2A10-11 cost $3.08 million and for
2011-12 cost $2.88 million. Given ffiose numbers, with fewer FTE
in 2A12-13, itis reasonable to expect this year"s sfep cosfs to be
in the neighborhood of our estimate of $2.73 million.

Amie Baca-Oehlert testified that steps serve at least two
purposes. Having a sfep schedule recognizes that expeience
makes better teachers. Teachers learn on the job how to become
more effective and more efficient, making them more valuable to
employers. A sfep schedule rewards teachers for their added
effectiveness and efficiency. A sfep schedule a/so creates an
incentive forteachers fo stay in Adams 12. lt establisfies a salary
progression that teachers expect and count on early in their
careers.

Ihe Association has agreed ta delay sfep increases in the past to
help the District through its period of declining revenue. We are
unwilling ta delay or forego sfeps this year because the Distict no
longer has declining revenue and is financially sound with
sufficienf excess reseryes. Further, since fhe Association is not
proposing a salary schedule incrcase, sfeps will be the only
increase teachers will see. A denialof sfeps coupled with furlough
days would actually mean a salary /oss fo teachers. Given the
District's priar commitment to fund sfep increases oyer time and
the long-term negative impact of denying sfeps it is very
reasonable ta grant sfep increases effective September 7, 2012. s3

During her testimony, Ms. Baca-Oehlert also testified to the understanding teachers

have of the step system. She stated that teachers view their step increases as a "promise" from

their employer. They see the additional compensation as a means of rewarding their growth as

a professional.

" Post-Hearing Brief of the Association
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Analvsis and Opinion

The arguments of "promise" and legal authority are not really called into question. The

Association did not dispute the Board's authority, only their judgment. The District did not

dispute Ms. Baca-Oehlert's description of the teachers' understanding of the promise of a step

increase, they argued the granting (or denying) of a step was within the Board's discretionary

authority. The decision to grant (or suspend) the step is clearly a simple issue of money.

Although the parties did not agree on the exact cost, as rounded above, the cost is certainly in

the neighborhood of $3 mil l ion.

The District also argues that at some point over the last few years, five of the six districts

in the comparison group have cancelled a step and that three of those districts froze steps for

the current year. 3a This argument goes directly to the second standard the parties have

adopted and could mitigate against the Fact Finder's previous conclusion of the District's ability

to pay. lt will inform the question of what limits, if any, exist in the District's ability to pay.

Can, or should, the District grant step increases for FY 2012-13? Although the Fact

Finder has previously decided the District is able to fund, at least, some portion of the economic

adjustments at issue, the price tag of this issue argues against deciding it on its own merit given

that the last economic issue, that of the PERA SAED contributions (which is also quite costly)

has not yet been analyzed. The Fact Finder will defer a decision on this issue until discussion

of the last issue and then decide whether to adopt the District's or Association's position at that

t ime.

d. Salary Reduction - Wording not agreed to.

1) DISTRICT PROPOSED ISSUE; Shall the teachers'salaries be reduced for
the SAED contribution to PERA by 1.5% effective September 7, 2012
through December 37,2012, by an additional 0.5% (for a total of 2.0"/o) from
January 1,2413 through August 37,2073, and by an additional 0.5% (for a
total of 2.5Yo) effective January 1, 2014 so thatthe District may use funds
otherwise available for salaries fo meet the PERA SAED obligation? Or
shall there be no reduction of teachers'salar-es for the SAED contribution
to PERA?

2, ASSOCIATION PROPASED TSSUE Shall the teachers'sa/aries be
reduced hy 1"5% effective Sepfember 1, 2012 thraugh December 37, 2012,
by an additional 0.5% (for a total of 2.0%) from January 1, 2013 through

3a Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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August 31,2013, and hy an additional 0.5% (for a total of 2.5%) effective
January 1, 2014? Or shall there be no reduction of teachers' salaries for the
2012-13 scfiool year?

The disagreement over this issue starts with the framing of the issue itself. The District

argues that implicit in the issue is the foundation for their action. The Association argues the

issue should stand on its own, without injecting rationale into the issue statement. Hopefully,

without too much disagreement, the Fact Finder considers the exact wording to be irrelevant.

We know what the issue is. Whether we allow the District to promote their reasoning in the

issue statement or disallow that, the issue remains should the District's position of reducing

salaries be upheld.

This issue is clearly the most complicated of all those presented. There are questions,

not just of ability to fund and consideration of the actions of the comparison group, there is a

question of legislative intent. The Fact Finder also notes the additional standards,

recommended unilaterally, of legal compliance, factors internal to the District, authority of the

Board, and labor peace. There is, and was, arguments made touching on each of these factors.

Position of the District

The District contends the only purpose for the 1.5o/o salary reduction in September,

2012, and for the upcoming .5% reductions in January,2A13 and January,2014 is to comply

with the intent of Senate Bil l  2010 - 1 (SB-1), tu which ult imately became law and is found in g

24-51-411, CRS.36 SB-1 requires additional contributions to PERA, the Public Employees'

Retirement Association in Colorado. The specific additional contributions at issue here are

referred to as SAED or Supp/emental Amortization Equalization Disbursement. The parties'

stipulation #3 recognizes that SAED is one method "being used fo assr'sf in funding PERA so

that the retirement fund is actuarially sound." The District contends the SAED contribution is

intended to be an employee contribution butthey acknowledge "thereis no definition in the

statute of the SAED or AED." 37 They argue that "Where the intended scope of statutory

language is unclear, then the rules of statutoty construction, including looking to pertinent

legislative history, r's used People v. Zapotoeky, 869 P.2d 1234, 1238 (Cato. 1994)."38

3s Testimony of Chris Gdowski, Shelley Becker, and Mark Hinson. Post-Hearing Brief of the District
tu 

Distr ict  Exhibi t  #R
37 Post-Hearing Brief of the District
38 Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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In that regard, they relied heavily on testimony provided to the State Legislature during

consideration of the bill. Testimony from then CEA lobbyist Dan Daly and from Greg Smith,

then General Counsel of PERA, was submitted to support the District's contention.

When looking at the certified copy of the legislative history as sef
forth in Exhibits M (certified copy of the legislative history), N
(January 26, 2010 transcript of Dan Daly's testimony), A february
10, 2012 transcipt of Dan Daly's testimony), Q (tnnscript of Bruce
Caughey's fesfimony), and FF (transcipt of Greg Smfhb
testimony), it estabfi'shes that the statutory scheme created to
assr'sf the actuaial soundness of PERA was for the SAED to be
an employee contribution and the AED to be an employer
contribution.

. Dan Daty (former CEA rcnnytst and theAssocrafrb n's Advocate
for this Fact Finding) testimony to the Senafe Finance Committee
on January 26, 2010:

"As sfafed in current statute and as disticts and
employees haye recognized since the SAED came
into being in 2006, the SAED contibutions are in
fact funded by 'allocation of funds otherwise
available for use as employee compensation
increases."'

"We believe these changes are necessary and
that's why we support this broad shared
respons ibility."

"Yes, Senator, I believe it is a meaningful shift.
There is a clear distinction in the sfafufes currently
and will continue in the sfafufes after Senafe Bill 1
passes between AED and SAED. One is clearly
categorized as an employer contribution and
the other is clearly categorized as an employee
contribution."

" ... we're still getting 4% tatal AED and SAED
contributions fram the school and DPS divisions;
it's just allocating differently from 2 and 2 to 1.5 and
2.5 so the net effect on the bottom \ine is no
different from the revenue coming into PERA."

Exhibit N (Emphasis added).

. Mr. Daly testimony to the House Finance Committee on
February 10, 2010:
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, Greg
PERA)
201 0:

"Specifically, employees in schools will pay an
additional 2.57o over time and school districts will
pay 1.5% more instead of two and two for the other
divisrons. That's an important piece to rernember.
This shift from AED to SAED r's possrb Ie in the
school and DPS divisions because of the way
schoo/s are funded and the way school employees
receive salary rncreases. "

"l have to correct one thing you said which is that
their collective bargaining agreement won't prevent
them to reduce salaries. Ihaf's absolutely wrong.
They can go back to the table and they can
negotiate as they do every year with their local
employee groups and set salanes for the next
year."

Exhibit 0 (Emphasr's added).

Smith (Genenl Counsel of PERA, now Interim Director of
testifying to the Senafe Finance Committee on January 26,

"So fhere might be a tempanry peiod of time
where the employers need ta rneet that obligation
without taking money out of the employees'
sa/an'es; although I do think they could reduce
salaries tofund ffas well ... "

"ln regard as fo whether the employer could make
up yearc where they had to deal with this funding
the SAED in a frozen salary year, I believe they can
make up any number af years, depending however,
on how long it has been frozen."

" ... and they are going to arrive at an agreement
fhis r's gaing to be fhe basis of their collective
bargaining agreement with regard to where the
dollars are coming for the variaus responsibilities
for the pension."

"ln 2A17 under Senafe Bill 1 as introduced, the
employee contribution will be 13% and the
employer contribution will be 15.1syo"

Exhibit FF (Emp,hasrs added).

The testimony itself makes "a clear distinction" (using Mr. Daly's
own words) that the AED and SAED are sepante contibutions
from separate stakeholde,rs of the retirement account, namely
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employers and employees. lf there was no distinction between the
AED and the SAED, the "meaningful shift" that Mr. Daly testified to
would instead be rneaningless. ln fact, there would have been no
need to create two different contibution mechamsms because all
could have been lumped together in the AED for sctlool disticts
with the employer paying it in its entirety

Supporting the fact thatffiese contributions are not all tumped
together as the AED is Mr. Smrfh's testimony that separates the
two. Although not legally permssrble to change the 8% employee
contribution to the membels individual retirement account, Mr.
Smith answered a guestion about the total contribution amounts
allocated to both employee and employer when specifically asked
during his testimony. He added together the statutory B%
employee contibution with fhe SAE D and the statutory 10.1 5%
employer contribution with the AED. Even in Mr. Smith's mind, as
a representative of PERA, the SAED is an employee contribution
even though it is not credited in a membels individual retirement
account.

Furthermore, PERA'S cunent chart illustrating the contribution
rafes separate the AED and SAED percenfages. The SAED
column then has an asfensk so that it is clear that such
contribufibns are "not credited to the member accaunt." (Exhibit L).
Again, if there rs no distinction between the AED and SAED, therc
would not only be no need for two calumns to show the

i"#";:x?:{::tr::f :,H,:l;3ii2'x?ilff,lf Jf li;:i'"r!::::::;r
would nat be needed.

fffiS*ri'r#/rg.M,
his testimony. As such, feachers may participate in paying a
portion of the SAED contribution and the salary reduction

i:i: : : #i :i:'; #li ;:," : :;: :, ;:: Ei: ?" re d u c t i o n s c h e d u' e d f o r

ln addition, the District contends the employee SAED contributions are necessary to

maintain the District's overall financial stability and to have equity throughout the District in

regard to the SAED. Other employee groups, either through Board decision or possibly through

negotiation have had their salaries reduced by the 1.5o/o.

As sef forth above in more detail, the District is balancing its
current budget for the 2012-13 fiscal year and also preparing for

3e Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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fiscal stability in the future. As if does so, the District is looking for
equity between its employee groups on participatian in the SAED
contibutions. This concept af shared responsibility between the
Distict as the employer and teachers as employees duing these
financial times minors that of Mr" Daly's fesfmony when the
legislative amendmenfs were passed. The classified and
administntion groups are contibuting and so too should the
teachers.

Based upon the legislative intent of the SAED and the shared
responsibility required of employees during a time that the Baard
works to maintain a balanced budget and plan for fiscal stability,
the Fact Finder shauld rccommend that the teachers'sa/anes be
reduced by 1.5% beginning September 1, 2A12 and by 2.0%
effective January 1, 2013 to participate in paying the SAED
contibution to PERA.40

Position of the Association

The Association argues a number of points as to why the Fact Finder should reject the

District's position and adopt its own in regard to the PERA SAED contributions. Among them

are:

. None of the comparison districts reduced employee salary to make SAED payments.

o The consideration of making additional deductions in January ,2414 is premature as the

topic should be raised during the next round of negotiations.

. The District's reading of the statute is inaccurate.

. The contention of the 1.5o/o reduction (and future reductions) as a direct pass through to

PERA SAED is factually false.

. There are ripple effects of the deduction throughout the Agreement.

Specifically, the Association argues:

...none of the six companble dr'sfnbfs have reduced salary
schedules ta pay for SAED contributions. ln fact, nane of the
districts have reduced salary schedules at all. Three have
provided schedule rarses and three have frozen schedules. All
fhese disfncfs continue to pay the full SAED cantributions. Of the
six disticts, anly Jeffco has agreed to reduce teacher pay through
fulough days, and that reduction is contingent on the results of
the scheduled mill levy ovenide election. The Jeffco furlough days
will be canceled if vaters pass the mill levy.

a0 Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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ln comparison with the Assocrafion's financial praposals and other
districts' employment terms, the District's proposals simply don't
objectively measure up to any reasonableness standard.
Specifically, it proposes three sequential salary schedu/e
reductions fo go into effect over sixfeen months. The last af which
in January 2014 is actually beyond the scope of this year"s
bargaining window. Any salary schedule changes for
implementation in January 2014 are rigtttly the subject af contract
re-opener language in Article 37 (Ex A) and will be bargained next
year. Ihe Association believes salary schedule changes for
January 2014 are not an appropriate subject for bargaining this
year.

Gdawski testified that he believes the law requires the District to
reduce sa/an'es ta make the payment. Tltis aryumenf rs base/ess
and a clear misreading of the statufe" No other comparable district
is either doing sa cunently, or has ever reduced salary schedules
to make SAED paymenfs since SAED came into being. Certainly
all those disfncfs are not in violation of the law. /Vor was Adams 12
up to the point it unilaterally implemented a schedule reduction on
fhis pasf September 1. Likewise, there is clearly no justification for
the District's proposal based on comparcbility with other districts.
No comparable drsfnbfs are doing what the Districf proposes.
Simply put, neither the law nar any camparability analysis
supporfs the Districf s posrtrbn.

The District relies heavily on extra-statutory commentary @y Dan
Daly and athers) and its own reading af legislative intent to
support its position that SAED rs an "employee" contribution and
should be paid by reducing salaries. But let's look first at the
actual language of the PERA statute (Ex R) and PERA's
contribution nte schedules. (Ex L) As bath of these exhibits show,
AED and SAED are not contributions at all, but rather are
disbursements." They are both listed differently and treated
differently than actual B% employee contibutions or employer
contributions. Specffibally, SAED payments are to be paid by
employers and cannot be deducted directly from employees' pay.
SAED payments are not credited to members'acco unts and
cannot be withdrawn by members who leave employment before
retirement, as member contributions can.

What the law does say, and here the District reads it too narrowly,
is that SAED payments "shall . . " be funded by allacation of funds
otherwise available for use as employee compensation lncreases
pior to award as salary or other cornpensation to emplayees. " (Ex
R) The District reads this to mean the paymenfs need to come
from funds taken away from the employees' salary schedule. The
aetual available pool of funds for paying SAED is much broader
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and much greater than funds already allocated for salaries Wr an
existing salary schedule. At heaing we had testimony that virtually
evety general fund dollar, with a few nanow exeepfions, is
available for employee compensation. In fact, rougl'rly 85% of all
general fund dollars end up going to employee salaies and
benefits. So, for the Distict to claim the paymenfs must come
from a salary reduction is simply misleading Such payments can
legally come from other sources, including reserues, under
pending an other budget items, additional revenue from higher

or increased enrollment, or most any other general fund
dollar.

Mast genenl fund dallars coming into a school district are
available for employee compensation increases. That doesn't
mean they will necessaily go there, but in fact, roughly 85% of
them end up going for salary or benefits. The point r's mosf dollars
are available for compensation until allocated and spent
elsewhere. So, if a dollarcomes in, but underthe law the District
must pay it out in an AED, SAED, or employer contribution to
PERA, it is no longer available for awatd as salary. It's now been
spent. ln this scenario, the District is in compliance with the SAED
pravision requiring SAED be paid with "funds othervvise available"
for compensation. The funds came in, they could have been used
for salary, but instead they paid SAED - thus we have compliance
with the law, as every other comparctble district understands it and
administers it. al

On the argument that the District's proposal of reducing salaries to pay for the SAED is
factually untrue, the Association provides this explanation.

Ihis argument is premrsed on the fact that when salanes are
reduced by a certain percentage, the District pays the SAED on
the smaller salary, and thus oules less to PERA than it gained by
reducing the salary, resulting in an a net savrngs to the distict. An
example makes this clear.

Beginning September 1, 2012, the District proposes reducing
each $1 .00 of salary by I .5% fo $. 985, and then paying I .5% of
$.985 (or $.014775) in SAED. Thus, it would be taking 1.5 cents
from employees, paying 1.4775 cenfs in SAED and keeping .0225
cenfs for the District. Though a small fraction of a cent, .0225
cenfs per dollar times $150,000,00A in salary is equal to
3, 37 5,A00 cenfs or $33, 7 50 annually.

The discrepancy is compounded when the proposed salary
reduction is increased in subsequent Januarys, first to 2% then to

a1 Post-Hearing Brief of the Association
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2.5%. Each time, a greater portion af the reduced salary is
retained by the District and a lesser portion gefs paid to PERA for
the SAED. When one takes rnfo account the smaller employer
(10.15%) and AED (2.5m contributions on the reduced salary, the
District's net savings going to its own bottom line significantly
increase.

Eased on these examples, one can see that the District always
owes PERA /ess than it takes from employees. Ihus it is patently
false to say the salary reduction is for the SAED. ln fact, the salary
reduction pays far the reduced amount of SAED, with the District
pocketing the difference. a2

And finally, on the issue of ripple effect, the Association asks the Fact Finder to consider

the impact on every category of pay tied to base salary including, pay for athletic coaches,

department chairpersons, longevity, outdoor education, and co-curricular activities such as

drama, music, art, forensics, student leadership, student journalism, career and technical

education, field days, etc. These activities, which are paid as a fixed percentage of base salary

would also see a reduction. 43

Analvsis and Opinion

As described earlier, this issue is certainly the most complex. lt also involves a

significant amount of money - whether paid by the employees or by the employer. Although

CFO Beckerestimated the savings forthe Districtto be $1.8 mil l ion for the $1.5% and $600,000

for the .5olo beginning in January, the Fact Finder cannot understand how a .5o/o savings for six

months calculates to $600,000, when the 1.5% reduction in effect for ten months saves $1 .8

million. He assumes the amounts reflect a full year's savings which would be the case going

forward, but not for the first year. This calculation cuts both ways, in that, any overstated

savings for the District is also an overstated impact on teachers.

ln addition to the actual savings at issue, arguments of legislative intent, impact of the

proposal beyond the intended 1 .5o/o, and the propriety of negotiating the January 2014 SAED

are all at bar.

The Statute

The District's brief claims the statute is silent when it comes to specific definition of who

owes what for the SAED. They then point to a common source for resolution of silent or

a2 Post-Hearing Brief of the Association
a3 Post-Hearing Brief of the Association
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ambiguous language, and that is, the intent of the parties. However, in this case, the parties

who adopted the language are not the parties in dispute. The parties to whom the statutory

language is attributed would be the 2O1A State Legislature. I hear the District's assertion that

testimony provided in consideration of the bill should have value in determining the proper

interpretation, but I cannot agree regarding the testimony submitted into evidence. The

legislature has the authority to enact law and does so for its own purposes. The opinion of

advocates for or against any particular bill is not binding on the lawmakers. There was no

evidence submitted as to the intent of the Legislature beyond the language of the law itself.

The only clause in the lawwith reference to the funding source for SAED is section (10).

{10) Far sfafe emplayers in fhe sfafe division, for the 2007-08
sfafe fiscal year and fareach fiscal yearthrough the 2016-17 state
fiscal year, from the amount af cftanges ta state emplayees'
salanes and any adjustmenfs fo the annual genenl appropriation
act pursuant fo secfion 24-50-104, an amaunt equal to one-half of
one percent af tatal salary shall be deducfed and such amount
shall be utilized by the employer ta fund the supplemental
amartization equalization disbursement. For the schoal, lod
sovernment, jud!_cial, and De0ver nublic schools divisions, and Lhe
remainins empfQyers in the state glivision wha are eot state
emplayers, the supplementpl Amortization equalization
disbursement shall. to thlextent permitted by law, be funded bv
allacation of funds otfrerwise available far uge as emplo:tee
compensatian increase_s prior to award*as salarv ar ather
co mpen!;ation to emnlavees. 4

The underlined part of Section (10) provides that the resource for the SAED is funds

otherwise available for use as increased employee compensation prior to award as salary or

other compensation. Applying the principle to the situation here, the Fact Finder reads this

provision as an instruction to school division employers to divert to the SAED fund the first 1.5o/o

(or .5%) of funds they would otherwise be spending on increased salary or other compensation.

It doesn't say the employees are responsible for paying the SAED, it implies that the funding

would come from reduced increases in their salary. By specifically requiring SAED funds to

come "by allocation of funds otherwise available for use as employee compensation increases"

the Legislature seems to be saying the source must be other than the employees' current

salary. Their scheme has employees paying the SAED but not in the way the District

implemented here. Employees will pay in reduced salary increases going forward.

oo 
Empfoyer Exhibit R - S 24-5L-4Lt C.R.S. (emphasis added)
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The District argues that the SAED rs clearly an employee contribution, pointing, in

addition to witness testimony, to Exhibit "L" having two columns, one for AED and one for

SAED, and that the SAED column is noted with an asterisk that the SAED contributions are not

credited to the member's account. The argument being, why have separate columns for AED

and SAED and the disclaimer that SAED contributions were not going to the member's account

if there were no difference between the two funding mechanisms.

The reason there are two columns is that there are two sources, AED and SAED. AED

is an employer obligation with no reference to where the money should come from. SAED is an

obligation to be funded, as we have noted, "by allocation of funds othenryise available for use as

employee compensation increases". The SAED provides that employees have skin in the

game, just not directly. As I stated above, it requires them to forego some portion of future

wage increases to fund the PERA deficit. As to the asterisk, the District fails to read the entire

reference. The beginning of the asterisk paraphrases the provision from section (10) we've

been discussing - it reads "State statute mandates that the SAED be funded by monies

othenrvise available for employee wage increases." 45 While admittedly not a judicial or

legislative interpretation of the law, the document supports the conclusion that AED is a general

obligation, and SAED is an obligation funded by reducing future wage increases.

Section (10) above is valuable for an additional reason - the distinction of how "state

employers" collect the SAED and how all others do. The law clearly spells out that "state

employers" deduct an amount from employees' salaries and that amount is used by the

employer to fund the SAED" The absence of such direction for employees in the "others"

category seems to infer that it was not the Legislature's intent for those employees to have the

SAED deducted out of current wages, or in this case, by reducing wages.

Since the District does not argue the law requires school employers to make such salary

adjustments to fund the SAED, but only that it is allowed - "teachers may participate" and the

salary reductions "are permitted under the law," ao and the Association does not argue the

District's proposal is in violation of any law, only that their reading of the law is too narrow, ot I

will stop at this point. lt may very well be that a court will eventually decide the correct

interpretation in some dispute, but for our purposes here I believe my analysis is sufficient.

ot 
Exhibit L- Colorado PERA Contribution Rates {continued}

a6 Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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The impact of the Proposal

The District argues its motivation for the salary reduction was "as a specific way for

teachers to participate in the SAED contribution to PERA." as They cite the Board's resolution of

June 2A,2412 as evidence of that.

2. The Genenl Fund's expenditures include, and the Board
hereby adopfs, the 201 1-12 Salary Schedule without experience
sfep increases, as amended to reflect employee contributions
fo offset additional PERA costs, as the 2A12-13 Salary
Schedu/es.

Exhibits E, pg. 6 and {J, pg. 3. (Emphasrs added.) as

The Fact Finder has no reason to dispute that motivation and he credits the testimony of

Mr. Gdowski, Ms. Becker and Mr. Hinson when they testify to their belief "that the District is not

keeping the money saved by the salary reduction and is in fact sending it to PERA as the SAED

mandatory contribution." 50

However, the Association rightly points out that the impact of the proposal goes far

beyond that intended impact and provides a windfall to the District beyond the 1.5% and .5%

reductions. The residual effect of reducing salary by 1.5o/o and then paying to PERA 1.Sa/o of

what is left actually results in the District paying less that 1 .So/a of the original salary, while the

empfoyee was negatively affected forthe entire 1.5o/o. The Association also correctly asserts

that the District gains additional savings by paying less in their original 1O,15o/o statutory

empfoyer contribution and AED supplemental contributions on that original salary. For exampfe,

they are now paying 13.15o/o (10.15 + 3 [current AED]) of every 98.5 cents in salary rather than

13.15o/o of 100 cents. Furthermore, the Association is correct in that there are other, assumingly

unintended, effects by driving down all other categories of pay that are calculated off the base

salary and that there is a compounding effect when this process continues over multiple years

and multiple reductions.

While this analysis is not dispositive of the issue as viewed through the lens of the

standards the parties have constructed for the Fact Finder, it is a revealing examination of the

impact of the proposal. That impact is beyond what the District contemplated, as detailed in

their own arguments and testimony, and must be considered in evaluating its merit.

a8 
Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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The Januarv 2014 Reduction

The Association argues that it is premature to consider the January 1,2014 SAED

related reduction. They contend that date is beyond the scope of this year's bargaining window

and that such discussion is rightly the subject of contract re-opener language in Article 37 and

will be bargained next year.

The District did not address this issue directly, but the Fact Finder can only assume that

they believe the proposal to be valid in that they have the January,2014 reduction on the table

along with the September 2O12 and January 2013 reductions. Besides asking Ms. Baca-

Oehlert to acknowledge that the District must calculate its costs beyond the expiration of the

current Agreement, they don't seem to have addressed it during testimony either. The only

possible reference in their brief is one of omission. Their conclusion asks the Fact Finder to

recommend the reduction of salaries in September, 2012 and January,2013, with no reference

to January 2O14. 51

The Fact Finderwould agree with the Association's premise that2014 need not be

considered at this point. Given the recent negotiations history (with the exception of the

negotiations at issue here), it is my hope that the parties will be able to, once again, meet and

come to agreement on whatever issues they bring to the table in their next round of

negotiations, and my preference would be to give them that opportunity. However, the Fact

Finder is bound by the Ground Rules and one of those Ground Rules is that he must adopt one

party's position or the other. He cannot change the issue statements, and the issues

statements submitted by both parties contain reference to January,2014. Consequently, as

September,2Al2 and January,2013, go, so goes January,2014.

The Stipulations

Once again, the factors agreed upon by the parties as the standards by which he should

consider the issues, are the stipulations, the ability of the District to fund adjustments, and

comparability with the six other districts. Having alr-eady found that the District is in a position to

fund, at least, some of the financial issues at bar, and having already decided to support the

Association's position on the Certified Compensation Stipend and the District's position on

Furlough Days, the last two economic issues should be examined through those previous

conclusions and the remaining factors of the stipulations and comparability.

sr 
Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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The relevant, unexamined, stipulations are.

2. The Distict has granted experience sfeps toteachers foraf /easf the past 1S
yearc under the Master Agreement.

9. The District's compensation settlements (excluding heatth insurance) for the
previous twa years has been:

a. 2010: Delayed Sfep (March 2011), Lanes, and aTo increase to the base
b. 2011: Delayed Sfep (January 2012), Lanes, and 0%increase to the base, and

one teacher-only furlough day.

10. lncreases for healttt insurance cosfs forthe 2012-13 Fiscal Yearwilt be 4%
effective January 1, 2A13

Although the Fact Flnder believes these factors to have relevance to the remaining

disputes, neither party cited the factors in any substantial way to support their position.

Regardless, the Fact Finder is asked to weigh the issues in light of the stipulations. I find these

factors to have positive and negative value for each side. The fact that the District has granted

experience steps for at least 15 years would tend to show a cooperative attitude on their part,

and a general willingness to honor the step system. On the other hand, it supports the

argument of the Association that teachers view these steps as an ongoing promise from the

employer to their employees. The granted, but delayed, steps for the past two years

demonstrate a mutual effort to honor the system, while recognizing the financial condition of the

District. I credit Ms. Baca-Oehlert's testimony that the Association views (or viewed) the

relationship as a collaborative one. The Association's agreement to accept Agreemenfs without

increases to the base, to go to a single carrier health care provider, reduce health care benefits,

begin paying for employee only coverage, and to delay the step increases were done, in her

words, "in recognition of the District's financial difficulties." These agreements created pressure

from her members, just as the District's witnesses testified to the demands of their constituents
- parents, taxpayers and other employee groups. As noted earlier, Superintendent Gdowski

testified to the difficult decisions to end programs, raise fees, curtail services and reduce

administration, all while trying to improve student achievement. Ms. Baca-Oehlert stated that

she felt that she and the Association had stood with Mr. Gdowski and Mr. Hinson during these

difficult times, each "taking hits", but making difficult decisions because it was the necessary

thing to do.

Although the stipulations and the similar testimony do not lend much to the sorting out of

positions and arguments here, they are importantto recognize as they do inform the Fact Finder

of the seriousness with which each party has viewed their obligations and responsibilities, the
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degree to which they have worked together in the past, and (assumedly) hope to work together

again in the future.

Comparabilitv

On the matter of comparability, I have already included some of the District's contentions

earlier in this decision, but it is worthwhile to include their entire position here.

When compared to the six peer districts, three of these districts
have cunently frozen sfeps far the 2012-13 school year (St. Vnin,
JeffCo, and Douglas County). When looking back at the history of
fhese comparison disticts, all but Boulder Valley (which receives
$1,200 more per student in overide money) have had at least one
frozen expeience sfep year in the pasf three years, if not mare
than one. The District's position is not unreasonable when
camparing to whaf ifs peers have dane in the pasf or are currently
doing regarding a sfep.

Four of the six compaison dr-sfncfs have election issues on the
November 2012 ballot. The District does not. Compaing the
District to these four disfncfs (Cherry Creek, Aurora, JeffCo, and
St. Vrain) that may be receiving additional funding above that from
the SFA is difficult even wherc such disticts have frozen sfeps for
this current year, as drd St. Vrain and Jeff Co.

For three of these compaison districts that have frozen sfeps in
the past (Auron, St. Vrain, and JetrCo) and decreased sa/anes
(JeffCo's 3%o overall decrease due to permanently reducing the
contncted year by four days), fhese district all have higher PPR
than the Distict. Auron's PPR is $436 higher than the District.
These districts have frozen sfeps in the pasf and it was just a
matter of time until this District did the same in arder to be fiscally
prudent.

The comparison information ta the s/x peer drsfnbfs should not
lead the Fact Finder away from the realissues in this case, which
is fhr's District's fiscal stability, offeing of programs and
opportunrties fo ifs sfudents, not reducing teacher or other
employee positions af the expense of giving ofhers rarses, and the
goals and values that went into this Disfncf's budget in June of
2012. The Board in fhr's case is focusing not on what others are
doing to compensafe teachers, but rather, focusing internally on
the fiscal stability of the District, where they owe their fiduciary
duty, so that the District can educateifs sfudents to rfs besf ability.
The Fact Finder should look intemally as well and determine that
the Board's decisions in light of its budget, the money it receives
from the State under the SFA, and ather economic and non-
economic hctors rs reasonable and prudent.52

s2 Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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Similarly, I have previously quoted from some of the Association's discussion of

comparisons, but they are listed fully here. The Association argued the comparisons to other

districts clearly placed the District's positions outside the standard while the Association

proposals fell within the average.

On both an rssue by issue basis and as an entire group of issues
fhe Association's financial proposals align nicely with, though
arguably they are not quite as good as, the bargaining seftlements
reached in five disfnbfs selecfed for compaison.

The one distict where so/ne of the settlement terms slightly lag
our praposal rs Jefferson County. However, even this district did
not impose an across-fhe-board salary reduction for teachers. The
reason for this noted variance is that Jefferson County is a district
in financial difficulty, as determined by fhe Sfafe Auditor"s office.
(Ex 1, pp 9,10) During the recent rccession, Jeffco substantially
spent downifs rcseryes, (Ex 1, pl1) Such financial difficulty can
be expected to have a negative effect on the district's overall
bargaining settlement. Adams 12, on the other hand, has
increasedifs rese/ves during thattime (Ex 1, pl2), reduced its
liabilities, and grown its net assefs. (Ex 1, pl4)

...none of the six comparable dr'sfncfs have reduced salary
schedules to pay for SAED contributions. ln fact, none of the
dr'sfnbfs have reduced salary schedules at all. Three have
provided schedule rarses and three have frozen schedules. AII
fhese districts continue to pay the full SAED contibutions. Of the
six districts, only Jeffco has agreed to reduce teacher pay through
fudough days, and that reduction is contingent on the results of
the scheduled mill levy avenide election. The Jeffco furlough days
will be canceled if voters pass the mill levy.

When viewed and analyzed as a group of r'ssues, one finds that in
five of the six disfnbfs (Jeffco excepted) teachers will get some
kind of increase - either delayed sfeps in Aurora and Cherry
Creek, salary/retention bonus payments totaling 2% in Douglas
County and Sf. Vrain, or both sfeps and a salary increase in
Boulder. Only financially strapped Jeffco doesn't provide
something in theway of an increase forteachers. (Ex 12; Ex DD)

Ihe Association's proposals fall in line with these settlements and
when taken as a total package only exceed Jeffco's settlement.
They include a schedule freeze, continued payment of the SAED
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by the District, experience sfeps, and the forfeiture of two days
pay to the Distict thraugh furtoughs. Even if the furlough days are
not recommended and implemented, just getting the step increase
would still leave the Distict's teachers lagging Boulder, and
arguably Douglas County and Sf. Vrcin with their salary schedule
increases and Douglas County's retention banus. (Ex 12; Ex DD)

ln comparison with the Associafion's financial praposa/s and other
districts' emplayment terms, fhe Disticft proposals simply don't
objectively measure up to any reasanableness standard. s3

Comparability is always a tricky proposition. Each side finds the comparisons that are

favorable to them and ignores the rest, much as has been done above. The Fact Finder will

attempt to stay out of the weeds here and give a high level synopsis of what he believes the true

comparisons to be.

There is no doubt all school districts in the state have been in painfully difficult financial

times. According to Assistant Commissioner of the Colorado Department of Education, Leanne

Emm, the impact of the negative factor for the FY 2012-13 amounts to over $1 billion in reduced

distributions from the state to local school districts. Although the statewide average PPR

funding remained constant (at $6474) from FY 1 1-12 to FY 12-13, that figure, because of the

negative factor, is $1248 less (per pupil) than what it should be based on calculations the state

uses to determine "Total Program Funding", s amounting to more than a billion dollars short of

what districts should receive for FY 2012-13 alone.

Districts have employed numerous cost cutting strategies in order to carry on with their

important mission of educating children. Those in evidence in this matter include all of the cost-

cutting and fee-raising employed by Adams 12 mentioned earlier in this decision. ln addition to

those strategies, as noted above, comparison districts have employed additional measures that

include furlough days, permanent reductions in work days, suspended step increases, deferred

step increases, raised mill levies and bond elections, spending down reserves, and salary

freezes. 5s ln his testimony, Superintendent Gdowski exclaimed at one point, "These cuts are

real!" The Fact Finder sympathizes with all the hard work good people on both sides of this

table, and tables throughout the state, have put into making education work despite this crisis.

s3 Post-Hearing Brief of the Association
5a Testimony of Leanne Emm and District Exhibit #S
tt 

District Exhibat # cc
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But a decision needs to be made here and the only incomplete analysis is that of the

comparisons. ln attempting to stay out of the fine distinctions of the methods employed by each

of the comparison school districts, two patterns jump out. 1) None of the comparison districts

have reduced salary (without a corresponding reduction in the work calendar) for SAED or any

other reason. 2) All but one of the other districts have frozen steps at some time or another

over the last three years. so

As previously discussed, the cost of granting the step increases comes in at around $3

million. I estimate the savings to the District of the 1.5o/o, and .5olo for the current fiscal year, to

be somewhere around $2 million. However, it will be around $3 million per year going fonruard,

once the Janu ary, 2014, .5o/o kicks in. 57

I have found earlier in this decision that the District is in a position to fund, at least, some

of the economic adjustments at issue here. However, I cannot find they can add $6 million per

year to their compensation budget as a result of these negotiations, for teachers alone, at a time

when they have made many other cuts to both employees and services. As Superintendent

Gdowski testified, the cuts employed by the District have been real. There have been

substantial reductions in services and programs, while all stakeholders have been asked

(required) to pay a little more or receive a little less, including teachers. After the District (and

by the District here, I mean all constituent groups within the District) has worked so hard to

minimize the impact of the funding crisis, I cannot assign $6 million per year of this surplus to

one group. However, the teachers are entitled to one or the other - the step increase or the

rescission of the SAED reduction. In conclusion, since 1) the District, can indeed fund one of

the other, and 2) the stipulations do not inform the decision one way of the other, but 3)

comparison to the six identified districts does, I find, based on all of the above,

On lssue c - Teachers shall not be granted an experience step. so that there is no vertical

movement on the salarv schedule in the 2012-'13 school vear.

On lssue d - Therc shall be no reduction of teacher salaries rclated to increased SAED

contr ibut ions ef fect ive September 1.2012. Januarv 1.2013. and Januarv 1.2014.

uu District Exhibit # cc
ut Using CFO Becker's estimate that the 1.5% costs $1.8 mill ion and .5% costs $ 600,000. 5f .e +5 .5 +$.6 = $3
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Issue e. Sha/I two early release days per month (specifically flre seco nd and fourth
Wednesdays of the month) be teacher-directed? Or shall there remain only one
early release day per month (the fourth Wednesday of the month) as teacher-
directed?

lssue f. Shall a new provision be added to Article 33.7 that provides that early
release days an the first, third, and, when applicable, fifth Wednesday of the
month, be required fo focus on current District initiative.s and mandates? Or shall
no such new provision he added?

These two issues will be taken up as one since both are proposed by the Association

and involve teacher planning time - specifically they each address Early Release Days (ERD's)

and the Association's attempt to codify their intent and utilization. The proposals would give

teachers the ability to direct a second ERD each month (issue e) and spell out that the focus of

the District-directed days should be District initiatives and mandates (issue f). To fully

understand early release days, we should look at the language in the Agreement that defines

such days.

33.7 ln any year in which the district offers weekly early release
days, fhese eady release days are designated to meet staff
(teachers and administnto,rs) needs, and shall be differentiated to
meet the unique leaming needs of teachers af various
stages/phases of their professional development within their
primary teaching assrgnment when appropriate. They shall be
collaboratively identified and balanced among the following a/eas:

Teacher Quality:
. Professional developmenf, as related fo school and district goals
. Articulation between schools, grcde levels, and specralsfs
. Assimilation and implementation of professional development
. Distict, sfafe and federal mandates
. Collaborative planning across grade level(s), corc team(s),
department(s)
. Professional developmenf needs that have been identified by the
building staff

Building Quality:
. Climate
. Communication
. Celebration of Learning

And currently, the disputed sections ,33.7 "1 and 33.7.2, provide the following:

33.7.1 Beginning in September of each year, one (1) eady release
day per month at alllevels shall be teacher-directed for the
purpose of collabontive planning among, but not limited to, grade
leve I s/specrals te ache rs, ve rtical tea ms, multi-di sci pl i n a ry tea m s,
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is nof intended as individual teacher planning time. Confirmation
of the teacher-directed eady release collabontive planning shall
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Position of the Association

The intent for issues e and f, as described by Ms. Baca-Oehlert in her testimony, is to

allow teachers the opportunity to decide how to best spend their planning time - to make that

time relevant and useful. She pointed out that teachers were not looking for additional planning

time, just more input on how the current allotment is spent. As stated in their brief, the

Association's concerns include:

Under cunent District pnctice each Wednesday is designated as
an earty release day. Sfudenfs are drsmrssed early on these days
so teachers and other building staff members may meet to work
on staff needs as defined in the Master Agreement. Such needs
include, among other things, professional development,
articulation between schoolg callaborative planning,
communication, building climate, etc. The fourth Wednesday of
each month is currently teactter directed for the purpose of
collaborative planni ng ti me.

Ihe Association's proposal in Section 33.7.1 of the Master
Agreemenf seeks to designate a second existing early release
days per monfh as a teacher-directed day far collaborative
planning time. Specifically, the praposal adds the second
Wednesday of the monfh as the second teacher-directed day. The
rationale for the proposal as testified to by Amie Baca r's fo make
the days more useful and relevant to teactters. With the recent
changes in state sfandards under aur standards based
educational model, much collabontive work needs to be done at
the building level to absorb, integrate, and implement the new
sfandanCs. This work is besf done collabantively. Allowing
teachers to direct this work and the use of this time recognizes
their professionalism and value ta the District. lt doesn't cost the
District anything and it will contribute ta morc effective instruction
and a better use of eady release time according to Baca.. On
rebuttal, Mark Hinsan agreed with Baca's testimony, calling it a
great concept. To be fair, he a/so expressed concern about
making the use of early release time too presciptive.
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The nexf Association proposa/ adds new contract language as
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mandates. Ihe intent of the proposal, again, r's fo make these
days more useful and relevant to teachers" Ihis is not a new'fi{r{r{xxrpr*{sfxr*H:::
particular burden on the District. lt is simply teachers way of
saying don't wasfe ourtime with unimportant, trivial, or non-prioity
items. We have plenty of important things to do. Lef us focus on
fhose things the District has indicated are its chosen initiatives and
mandates.

Position of the District

The District did not disagree with the concepts contained in these proposals during the hearing,

but did express concern that the proposals would make ERD's more prescriptive. They pointed

to Article 8 and the Faculty Advisory Councils established in each school as possibly a more

localized source for recommendations on how to enhance the program. In their brief, they

argue:

The Eady Re/ease Days requested by fhe Association are too
restrictive. Amie Baca-Oehlert testified that the Associaftbn
desr'res to specify in Article 33 particular direction for each of the
current Wednesday Eady Re/ease DaW GRD) for studenfs so
that teachers can work on teacher-directed mafters on the 2nd
and 4th Wednesdays and then can work an District initiatives on
the 1st, 3rd, and Sth Wednesdays. While she testified that there
would be no financialcosf to the District to add this language to
the contract, Mark Hinson testified that such changes would be
too prescriptive to pincipals who must manage their building as a
whole who musf a/so assrsf in guiding teachers fo meet their
workloads and to perform effectively so as fo educate the District's
student overall and to continue to increase sfudent achievement.
Resticting the ERD time ta such specific directions on a rotating
basr's takes away from the flexibility to address the schaal's overall
needs and will greatly inhibit the oversight and management af
work by pincipals. As the cunent ERD r's used, so/ne of it may be
teacher-directed and some of it may be used to work on Distict
initiatives and/or mandates; however, there is flexibility in
determining when each type of work is appropriate. This
continued flexibility rs needed at the schoal level and will cantinue
to support the cunent cantract language in Article 33.7, that states
that ERD are specifically "designed to meet staff (teachers and
administrators) needs. " (emphasis added).
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The current, specific contract language further requires that ERD
"shall be collabaratively identified and balanced" amang Teacher
Quality and Building Quality areas. There are nine areas identified
for such collaboration. Using the Faculty Advisory Council (FAC)

W!#,rj##f#f :##i{{:#r#rsm:
for this very putpose.
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individual teachers (Article 33.5). In Article 33.5, teachers are
provided "planning periods totaling at least 225 minufes per week
excluding the building scheduled lunch period" duing the student
contact day. Furthermore, Article 33.7.2 already contemplafes
consideing the use of ERD for mandated state. and District
suNeys.

Analvsis and Opinion

The Agreement, in 33.7.1 quoted above, provides the rule of "teacher-directed" ERD's is

that teachers must work collaboratively with other teachers in a variety of building, curriculum

and disciplinary configurations, and has fairly tight parameters in the scope of the subject matter

to be discussed. lt is not individual planning time for teachers. The number of topics needing

teachers' planning attention, including higher standards in both education and teacher

effectiveness, argue in favor of giving teachers more involvement and opportunity to control

these processes. While I agree that having the second and fourth Wednesday of each month

identified as teacher-directed seems overly prescriptive, I believe the value outweighs that

drawback. Additionally, while the Fact Finder is bound to select either the Association's position

or District's position on each issue, the parties have more flexibility once they receive these

recommendations. I am confident the parties can find a way to provide teachers two teacher-

directed ERD's per month in a somewhat less prescriptive way.

However, the matter of restricting the remaining ERD's in the manner proposed by the

Association seems excessive. As pointed out by the District, these ERD's are intended to

provide value for both the teachers and administrators. Giving teachers the additional flexibility

of the second teacher-directed ERD will already reduce the influence of administrators. Further

restricting the remaining ERD's to the limited list of activities included in the Association's

proposal is not warranted and would appear to be detrimental to the general purpose of these

pfanning days. Article 33.7 cunently provides sufficient and sufficiently narrow guidance on the

appropriate use of planning time on ERD's.
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On lssue e. - There shall be two earlv release davs per month {specificallv the second

and fourth Wednesdavs of the month) designated as teacher-directed.

On lssue f. - A new provision shall not be added to Article 33.7 that provides that earlv

release davs on the first, third. and. when applicable. fifth Wednesdav of the month. be

required to focus on cunent District initiatives and mandates.

lssue g. Shall a new provisian be added to Article 33 that
provides elementary, middle, and high school special
education teachers one release day per semester to facilitate
completion of lEPs? Or shall na such new provision be
added?

lssue g is specific to Special Education Teachers, granting them two extra "release"

days per year, one per semester.

Position of the Association

As justification for the additional release day, the Association pointed to the inordinate

amount of non-teaching duties inherent in a Special Education (SPED) teache/s responsibilities

during the hearing. Individual education plans for special education students which include

testing, writing plans, annual reviews, and meetings with families all add to planning and

workload issues beyond non-SPED teachers. Although some school administrators make

allowances for these activities, others do not, which creates an equity issue. tu ln their brief, they

add.

The final Associatian workload proposal is in direct response fo
the tremendous workload placed on special education teachers.
Each specia/ education teacher is required by law to develop and
write an lndividual Education Plan (IEP) for each special
education student. ln addition, each IEP must be presented and
explained in an IEP conference with parents and other staff
members. ln recognition of this substantial work requirement, the
District has allowed teachers fo access IEP files from their home
computerc fo work on the lEPs. While this change may have
helped to some degree by giving teachers mare time to do this
work outside of the regular workday, it has begun to place an

s8 Testimony of Amy Baca-Oehlert
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undue burden on teachers working at home during the teachers'
off time. Some pincipals rn some schools recognize this undue
burden. Consequently, they may try to accommodate their
overuvorked special ed teachers by providing release time during
the school day so ffiese teachers don't have to da so much from
home.

The fact that some pincipals do and some don't recognize and
accommodate the workload problem has created an inequitable
situation far teactters. lf your particular principal accommodates
your needs for release time duing the school day, that is great for
yau. lf hearshedoesn't doso, toabadforyouasthere r'sno
recourse. The Assocration would like to see an equitable standard
applicable to all special ed teachers. Specifically rt asks for one
release day per semesfer for each special ed teacher to facilitate
the completion of lEPs in a timely manner. This proposa/ is
directed at resolving a specific workload inequity problem brought
':#:#:!x"z:##:Jfr":;;"";:;tr:;::abtesotutionthat

Position of the District

Re/ease days for special educatian teache,rs cosf the District
additional money. lnstead, cunent, agreed-upon processes should
be used to handle the workload.

Ms. Baca-Oehlert testified that special education teachers need
additional time to complete theirlbbs related to the development
of IEPs (lndividual Education Plans) and that there are eguity
issues between the schao/s rega rding how specra/ education
teachers are provided such time.

Ihe Association's request fails to take into consideration that there
is a high cosf ta implementation. Releast'ng approximately 200
special education teachers for one full day each semesfe r will cosf
the Distict approximately $165,A00 per semesfer. At a totalcosf
of approximately $330,000 for one school year, which would be an
ongoing cosf to the Distict once implemented. Ihl's is also not a
practice that the District can affo,nC, especialty in a year in which it
continues to cut its budgef as described throughout.
Further, if one sub-group of teachers gefs this release day, it is
anticipated that other subgroups of teachers, such as nurses or
psychologisfs, will be requesting the safie benefit in the future.
Adding additional release days for others will only increase the
cosf to the District.

Furthermare, as Mr. Hinson testified, thisis a so/ution trying to find
a problem, as it is situatianal and not a wide-spread or peruasiye
problem throughout the District. Keep in mind that contact
language r's nof rneant to address ffie situational experiences of
the few. Not every special education teacher needs the blanket
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rule af one release day per semesfer. For thase who do not need
it, there should not be a rule requiring them to take it and for the
sfudenfs to have a Subsfitute teacher. For fhose who do need it
beyond the individual planning time as pravided in Afticle 33.5,
many currently work with their principals under current contract
Ianguage to address c/ass size and case load under Article 32.
Iht's Article provides a p,"ocess to address fhe specific situations
that need to be handled on a case-by-case basrs. This is what
contract language is written for in order ta give such guidance and
provide a prccess for requesting the particular relief . Accordingly,
a new blanket rule providing release time for all special education
teachers should not be created and the current process should be
used. 5e

Analvsis and Opinion

Without quantification of the need described by the Association, it is simply impossible

gauge the depth of this problem. While the Fact Finder is hard pressed to discount the

workload of Special Education Teachers, this proposal does not have a compelling enough

rationale to carve out one work group and provide this additional time, particularly when both the

Association and District point out that in many (if not most) cases SPED teachers are granted

extra time on a mutually agreeable basis with their building administrators. The Fact Finder

assumes this is being done at times when substitute teachers might not be necessary;

eliminating a good portion of the $330,000 price tag the District places on this proposal. The

District also points out there are other avenues contained in the Agreement that provide means

of relief on a case-by-case basis"

On lssue g. - A new provision shall not be added to Article 33 that provides elementarv.

middle. and hiqh school special education teachers one release dav per semester to

facilitate completion of lEPs.

lssue J - ShaU the expiration of the Master Agreement be
extended from August 31, 2014 to August 31, 2017? Or shall
the expiration of the Master Agreement not he extended
beyond August 31, 2014?

5s Post-Hearing Brief of the District
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Position of the Association

During the hearing Ms. Baca-Oehlert testified that there was relatively little discussion of

this proposal during bargaining. The parties' history is that neither side will typically raise the

issue of extending the expiration date as one of their limited reopener issues. They have

always raised the issue jointly in an effort to curtail the number of issues in future negotiations.

She felt it was always mutually beneficial to limit the focus to a few important items, which also

reduces the chance of endless discussions on not-so-important matters.

ln their brief. the Association adds.

...the rationale for extending the contncf rs simple. The current re-
opener language p/aces a reasonable and workable limit on the
ability of either pafty to bring r'ssues to the bargaining table. The
limit is intended to, and does, promote efficiency in bargaining.
While it gives both parties adequate opportunity to bring any
r'ssues they wish to the bargaining table on an annualbasis, rt
prevents the process from becoming overloaded and too time
consuming for the busy people involved. The pnctice of using
Iimited re-openers /ras seryed the parties well to this point and
moving away fram that practice to renegotiating the entire contract
every yearis an inefficient and problematic step bachwards.

Bargaining in the face of an approaching contnct expiration date
creafes an unproductive dynamic at the bargaining table. lt
creafes undue pressure on the parfies related to impending
timelines and can negatively affect the bargaining relationship,
dr'scussrbns, and autcomes. On the other hand, having a contract
with limited re-openens that runs far a peiod of years provides
stability and certainty to the parties. lt reduces conflict and
contribufes fo a positive working relationship between the parties.
Far these reasons ffie Associafion asks that the Fact Finder
recommend that the Master Agreement be extended to August 31,
2017.

Position of the District

The District did not offer much rebuttal to the notion of extension during their testimony

other than there was future opportunity to agree to an extension and that it was the preference

of the School Board not to further extend during these negotiations. ln their brief, they offer this

additional explanation as to why they are not willing to extend, at least at this time.

Ihe Associatian's position is not based in fact and is purely
speculation. The expintian date of the Master Agreement will not
drive the parties'rssues each year, their respective positions, or
their resalve to hold firm on reaching an agreement and utilize
mediation and/or fact finding in the negotiations prccess. /nsfead,
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While there may have been a past pnctice of mutually reopening
this topic in the Master Agreement, the Distict did not mutually
agree to do so fhis year. The District is being thoughtful in how its
negotiations impact on the structure of the Agreement. There
remains almost two full "school years prior to the expintion of the
contnct and there r's no necessify to extend the expintion date
iust for the sake of extending it.

ln the event that the parties eventually reach the expiration of the
Master Agreement, inefficiencres in the negotiation prccess are
not automatic and in fact are not the norm for other school districts
that have one year agreements at time. St. Vrain was one school
district given as an example by Mr. Hinson that had recently
changed to a year-to-year contract and they were not having
extended negotiations as a result. Addrtionally, there are other
ways to structure the cantract length and number af items that can
be brought to the table if the parties desire to continue a multi-year
agreement. Speculating that there will be inefficiencies and
tensian without exploring fhe possibility of structuring the contract
term different waysisl'usf that, speculation. The District desires fo
continue under the cunent contrcct expiration thatis a/most two
years away and have the opportunity to have thoughtful
convercation with the Assocration as to the contnct length and
negotiations sfructure. Accofiingly, the expiratian date of August
31 , 2014 shauld remain as rT rs.

Analysis and Opinion

This is an easy call for the Fact Finder. Without weighing the merits of: extending or not

extending; having an expiration date in the face of the negotiators; or limiting the parties' ability

to bring issues to the table, the fact is, there will likely be two additional rounds of negotiations

prior to the August 31,2414 expiration. The Fact Finder believes in the collective bargaining

process wherein the parties reach their own conclusions on open issues. This Fact Finding was

necessary to address those issues which were ripe for resolution. This issue is not one of them.

Accordingly, the proposal will not be adopted.

On lssue j - The expiration of the Master Agreement shall not be extended bevond Auqust

31. 2014.
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In summary and conclusion, for all of the reasons discussed herein, the Fact Finder has found:

On lssue a - The Certified Compensation Stipend shall remain at the current level of 50%

of the base salarv.

On lssue b - There shall be no furlouqh davs for teachers during the 2012-13 school vear.

On lssue c - Teachers shall not be granted an experience step. so that there is no vertical

movement on the salarv schedule in the 2012-13 school vear.

On lssue d - Therc shall be no reduction of teacher salaries related to increased SAED

contr ibut ions ef fect ive September 1,2012. Januarv 1,2013. and Januarv 1.2014.

On lssue e. - There shall be two earlv release davs per month (specificallv the second

and fourth Wednesdavs of the month) designated as teacher-directed.

On lssue f. - A new provision shall not be added to Article 33.7 that provides that earlv

release davs on the first. third, and. when applicable, fifth Wednesdav of the month. be

required to focus on current District initiatives and mandates.

On lssue g. - A new provision shall not be added to Article 33 that provides elementarv,

middle. and high school special education teachers one release dav per semester to

facilitate completion of lEPs.

On Issue j - The expiration of the Master Aqreement shall not be extended bevond August

31, 2014,

December 11 , 2412
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